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Accessories for
EADS THR880 Range

KLICKFAST CARRYING SYSTEM
The Klick Fast Carrying System sets the standard for carrying police TETRA
radios. This innovative system features a Klick Fast connector on every
case, giving your Police Officers the option of where, and how, to carry
their radios and other equipment.

New radios, new solutions
The TETRA radios being adopted by Police forces around the world bring new ways of
communicating. Central to accessing these new features is the radio’s LCD screen and
keypad. This poses a problem for traditional ways of carrying the radio. Cases with fixed
belt loops mean that the radio must be removed from the case to view the screen. But a
radio out of its case is at risk. In contrast, a quick release feature ensures secure carriage
yet enables easy removal of the radio in its protective case when required. Klick Fast from
Peter Jones addresses this fundamental requirement of the TETRA system and raises the
‘quick release’ concept to new levels of performance and flexibility.
Our cases are each fitted with a durable, slimline Klick Fast connector which interfaces
with the whole range of Klick Fast Docks fitted to belts, harnesses, garments, lockers or
vehicles. By using the Klick Fast Carrying System a valuable radio will always be protected
by a Peter Jones leather case.

Dock to Lock, Click to Stick
Simply sliding the case into any Klick Fast Dock locks it securely in place. Transferring from
one Dock to another takes only seconds. Occupational Health and Safety considerations
have ensured that Klick Fast also features a seven position ratchet mechanism.

New solutions, Garment Mounting Docks
DOCK 06
Sew-on Dock
DOCK 08
‘Screw-to-Fit’ Dock

Slide any Klick Fast equipped case into any Dock—it's locked. Twist the case to the inverted position and instantly it's free.

EADS THR880, THR880i
Dock 03 fits up to 50mm belts, Dock 07 fits up to 60mm belts
RTHR880 MH KF
(comes with Dock 03)

RTHR880 P1 HOLKFRS
(comes with Dock 03)

RTHR880 MH KF D07
(comes with Dock 07)

RTHR880 P1 HOLKFRS D07
(comes with Dock 07)

RTHR880 P1 FFKF
(comes with Dock 03)
RTHR880 P1 FFKF D07
(comes with Dock 07)

RTHR880 P1 HOLBC
comes with Leather
covered Metal Belt Clip

RSTUD02NOK
Klick Fast Stud
(for Active Holder)

RTHR880 P1 HOLBL
comes with Leather
Belt Loop

REAR P101
Earpiece Pouch

THR880 BAT
Battery Pouch

RWBAG04
Waterproof Bag

Please Note: Fitting any product not manufactured by Peter Jones (ILG) Ltd into a KlickFast fitting or onto a KlickFast stud will invalidate your warranty and may infringe on Peter Jones (ILG) Ltd’s Designright on this product.
“The Manufacturer hereby excludes all liability for any loss caused by the failure of any equipment manufactured by a third party (including but not limited to protective equipment) to perform in accordance with its specification where the product is attached to or used in conjunction with such equipment other than in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.”

Klick Fast Carrying System Docks and Accessories
‘Screw-to-Fit’ Dock
Part Nº: DOCK 08

Sew-on Dock
Part Nº: DOCK 06

While you are awaiting garments with sew-in Docks

A nylon Dock which can be stitched onto uniforms and

on, you can upgrade your existing garments with this

protective clothing. The Sew-on Dock makes the Klick Fast

screw-together Dock. Can be fitted within minutes.

range supremely versatile, allowing officers to mount
cases exactly where they are needed or most comfortable.

32mm Belt Dock
Part Nº: DOCK 01

38mm Belt Dock
Part Nº: DOCK 02

RSM Tag Dock
Part Nº: DOCKRSMTAG

These Docks are to thread onto an Officer’s trouser belt

Fits into existing remote speaker mic tags on uniform

(please measure belt width before ordering Docks).They

to give an instant Klick Fast mounting option for a

allow the Officer to place the radio on his belt while

terminal.

working around the Police Station. Also suitable for
Undercover Police.

50mm Belt Dock
Part Nº: DOCK 03

60mm Belt Dock
Part Nº: DOCK 07

These Docks are to thread onto Police Utility Belts (please

Belt Loops for Utility Belts
Part Nº: DOCK 05 BL (to fit 50mm Belt)
DOCK 05 BLCN (to fit 55mm Belt)

measure belt width before ordering Docks).As a part

Leather Belt Loop, available in 2 sizes to slide onto a

of the Klick Fast range they naturally allow cases to be

Utility Belt, which has a Dock05 riveted to the front for

Docked in seconds and can therefore be very useful to

attaching a radio.

officers in accessing the LCD screen.

Stick-on Dock
Part Nº: DOCK 04

Under Arm Holster
Part Nº: SSHLDER 3 KF

Same fitting as Sew-on Dock but has been covered with a

A slim, extremely comfortable leather harness which

self adhesive backing for mounting on vehicle dashboards

allows a radio case to be docked out of sight under a

and walls.

jacket. The under arm holster is fully adjustable, with
leather and elastic straps. (Case not included).

Screw-on Dock
Part Nº: DOCK 05
With four 4mm diameter recessed mounting holes to

Radio Utility Harness
Part Nº: SSHLDER 14S (to fit 50mm Belt)
SSHLDER 14S D07 (to fit up to 60mm Belt)

allow the Dock to be securely screwed onto walls or into

This harness attaches to the Utility Belt via two

lockers for safe storage. It is also suitable for mounting

Klick Fast Docks and a loop. It allows radio mounting

onto a vehicle dashboard for more permanent fixture if

on either side via Mounting Docks attached to the
fully adjustable down straps. (Case not included).

required.

The Klick Fast Connector

Sam Browne Carrying Harness
Part Nº: SSHLDER 15 (to fit 50mm Belt)
SSHLDER 15 D07 (to fit up to 60mm Belt)

The heart of the Klick Fast system, incorporated into every
radio case. This slim, durable moulding allows quick,

This harness attaches to the Utility Belt front and rear

easy docking and locking of the case with seven point

via two Klick Fast Docks and incorporates a nylon

ratchet positioning. Slide the connector into any Dock

shoulder strap with Sam Browne chest mounting
Dock. (Case not included).

to lock it securely in place, twist to the best position for
comfort. To release, simply invert the case and lift out.

Centre Chest Harness
Part Nº: SSHLDER 4 KF
This harness mounts the radio in the centre of

Your Company Details:

the chest using a Klick Fast Mounting Dock and
incorporates nylon straps that slip over the arms and
shoulders. (Case not included).
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